UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION

In the Matter of
NORTH TEXAS SPECIATY PHYSICIAS
a corporation.

DOCKET NO. 9312

COMPLAINT COUNSEL' S OPPOSITION TO RESPONDENT' S EXPEDITED
MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER AND TO STAY DEPOSITIONS, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION TO QUASH DEPOSITIONS
Respondent demands that Complaint Counsel be"bared from takng depositions ofNTSP

and others until Complaint Counsel has produced to NTSP both responses to contention
interrogatories and third-par documents. This demand-the only issue properly before the

Court-is unprecedented , illogical , and undermines the strctue of Part II litigation.
Respondent' s request directly contradicts the FTC Rules of Practice for Adjudicative

Proceedings ("Rules of Practice ), which explicitly require paries to conduct simultaneous

discovery, and provide that the conduct of one par' s discovery " shall not operate to delay
another

s. Rules of Practice ,

16 C. R. 9 3.31(a). Furhermore , Respondent' s request

counter to the formal structure of Par II

litigation

rus

, which requires the Administrative Law Judge

to issue an Intial Decision within one year ofthe complaint' s issuance and therefore permits only

Expedited Motion of North Texas Specialty Physicians and Southwest
Neurological Associates For a Protective Order and to Stay Depositions , or in the Alternative
Motion to Quash Depositions , November 11 2003. In the same motion , Respondent requested
that the Cour issue a protective order concernng the dates and locations of depositions. As
explained
infra there is no impasse that calls for the intervention of this Cour on any issue
involving the scheduling of paricular depositions or the document production of Southwest
Neurological Associates , P A (" SWNA"). Separately, Respondent has moved to compel
responses to its contention interrogatories , and Complaint Counsel wil be submitting its
opposition to this motion by or on November 17 2003.

a briefperiod for fact discovery, as reflected in this Cour' s Scheduling Order of October 16
2003. Respondent cites no precedents supporting its request because , to the best of Complaint
Counsel's J,owledge , there are no such precedents: neither the Rules of Practice , nor the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure, nor the decisions constring those rules support stayig

until responses to contention interrogatories are provided. To the contrar,

fact discovery

the case law holds

that contention interrogatories are tyically not permtted until the end of fact discovery. The
order sought by Respondent would jeopardize the paries ' ability to comply with the deadlies

for fact discovery and prevent Complaint Counsel from being adequately prepared to commence

tral on the scheduled date. For the foregoing reasons , ths Cour should deny Respondent's
Motion in its entirety.

There is no basis in logic or law for conditioning a party' s right to conduct
fact discovery on its response to contention interrogatories.

Respondent recognzes that , pursuant to the Rules of Practice 3. 31(a), " the frequency and

sequence ofthe discovery methods allowed by the (Rules ofPracticeJ is not limited " adding the
incontrovertible observation that the Cour has the discretion to order otherwise in a paricular
case. Rule 3. 31 ( a), however, goes on to state that: " The paries shall , to the greatest extent

practicable , conduct discovery simultaneously; the fact that a par is conducting discovery shall

not operate to delay any other par' s discovery. "

16 C.

R. 93. 31(a). Respondent seeks to

impose such a delay, using its own contention interrogatories to Complaint Counsel to delay

The Cour' s scheduling order provides for completion of fact discovery
approximately

11

weeks from today, by the end of Januar 2004.

Complaint Counsel's fact discovery. 3 Respondent does not cite a single authority for its theory

that discovery should be stayed until its contention interrogatories are answered.

In fact ,

the

request stands the law on its head: rather than preceding fact discovery, contention interrogatories
are usually answerable , if at all , close to or at the end of fact discovery. 5
believes that ths

Cour should adhere to the well established

practice of

Complaint Counsel

allowig fact discovery

to proceed simultaneously. Stayig fact discovery tyically is reserved for the rare instance in
which a dispositive motion is pending before the cour, and that motion can be resolved without
fuher development of

the factual record.
1/

This reflects a distubing pattern of dilatory and obstrctive behavior, including:
Respondent' s insistence that Complaint Counsel promulgate interrogatories to obtai inormation
that Respondent plaiy should have provided in its intial disclosure; its signficant delay in
producing, and contiued failure to produce most of, the documents responsive to Complaint
Counsel' s First Request for Production of Documents; its refusal to designate persons to testify
on behalf ofNTSP with respect to each subject identified by Complaint Counsel under the plai
requirements of Rules of Practice 9 3. 33(c); and its request that the Cour now intervene in the
scheduling of physician depositions despite Complaint Counsel' s explicit offer to Respondent'
counsel to negotiate time and place of appearance to accommodate the witnesses.

Nor does Respondent provide a logical justification for why the Cour should
intervene to stop fact discovery in this case. Respondent merely notes the Commssion s precomplaint investigation and claims that Respondent' s interrogatories would " allow NTSP to gain
knowledge regardig the specific facts that form the basis of the complait' s general allegations.

As we will explai more fully in our fortcomig response to Respondent'
Motion to Compel Interrogatory Responses , case law overwhelmgly favors delayig responses
to contention interrogatories until the end offact discovery.
See , e.g., McCarty v. Paine Webber
Group,
168 F. RD 448 450 (D. Conn. 1996);
Everett
v.
US Air Group,
165 F. RD. 1 (D. Co!.
1995); B. Braun Medical Inc. V. Abbott Laboratories 155 F. RD. 525 , 527 (B.D. Pa. 1994);
Kendrickv. Sullvan 125 F. RD.
Convergent Technologies Sees. Litig. , 108
(D. C. 1989);
RD. 328 , 336 (N. D.

Cal. 1985).

6 See, e. Petrs v. Bowen

833 F.2d 581

583 (5th Cir. 1987);

Lugo v. Alvarado

819 F. 2d 5 (lst Cir. 1987);
Tiley v. u.s. 270 F. Supp.2d 731 92 (M.
, 2003);
Chavous v.
District of Columbia Financial Resp. and Mgmt. Asst. Auth. 201 F. RD.
(D. C.2001);
Feldman
v. Flood 176 F. RD. 651 , 652 (M.
Fla. , 1997); Hachette Distribution, Inc. v. Hudson

As reflected in the cases cited in notes 5 and 6 above , Respondent's position that it is

entitled to interrogatory responses and thid-par documents before Complaint Counsel may
proceed with depositions is untenable. 7 Respondent already possesses a trove of inormation
about the facts and theories underlyig the Commssion s Complaint. The Commssion

Complaint plainy alleges a broad pattern of concerted action by NTSP with and on behalf of its
members , includLtlg practices such as joint negotiations with payors , sha.rig of cu.rrent and future

price inormation among physicians , refusals to "messenger" payor offers to members , and
interference with the ability of payors to contract directly with NTSP members. 8 Respondent
could have moved for a more- definite statement of the complaint , but chose'not to do so. At the

intial conference before ths Cour , Complaint Counsel provided an even more detailed sumar
of itsJegal theory and the facts that it expects to prove at tral.

Complaint Counsel also provided

County News Co. 136 F. RD. 356 358 (E.
Y. 1991);
see also, Howard
v.
Galesi 107 F. RD.
348 (S.
Y.1985) (the moving par bears the burden of showig good cause and
reasonableness).

Respondent suggests that responses to contention interrogatories would help it
prepare its witnesses and prevent them from being " ambushed" with documents they have not
recently re ewed (though again it cites no precedent for stayig depositions until such answers
or documents have been provided. ) The purose of these depositions is discovery: witnesses
will be asked to testify about certain events of which they have knowledge , and they may in the
course of their testimony also be asked to explai statements in certai documents. Complaint
Counsel is not aware of any authority requig it to provide a deposition witness or his counsel
with a list of questions or relevant documents in advance of the deposition.

As discussed inmore detail in Complait Counsel' s opposition to Respondent'
Motion to Compel Responses to Interrogatories , forthcomig, Complait Counsel has put fort
our "present concept oftheor(ies) ofthe case " and a curent "roadmap " of where the case is
headed.
Flowers Industries FTC No. 9148 , 1981 FTC LEXIS 110 at *3 (October 7 , 1981),
Attachment A.

the intial disclosures requied by the Rules of Practice, and Respondent did not object to the
completeness of those disclosures.

Parenthetically, it appears that the contention interrogatories with which Respondent is so
concerned are actually an attempt by Respondent to misconstre the applicable law in order to
restructue the theory of the case. As discussed more fully in Complaint

Counsel' s

forthcomig

opposition to Respondent's Motion to Compel , Respondent has framed its interrogatories to
suggest that Complaint Counsel must establish that NTSP , as a single entity, is conspirng
other

with

doctors. As Complaint Counsel has made clear numerous times , includig but not lited

fto; the admnistrative complaint filed on September 17 2003,9 Complait

Counsel' ,g;;-0pening

statement at the intial conference before this Cour on October 15 2003 , and in numerous

conference calls with Respondent, Complaint Counsel' s position is that NTSP is an organzation

comprised of competing members and that , insofar as its practices seek to affect the prices
obtaied by those physicians ,

NTSP acts asa combination of those members. Moreover, insofar

as these physicians paricipate in NTSP acts to that end , they do so in combination with (and
though) one

another. Rather than putting fort

a legitimate

need for early answers to its

contention interrogatories , it is clear that Respondent is really

trg to limt fact discovery to the

issues Respondent wants to discuss rather than the issues framed by the law and in the

Complait.

See

2003

, 11 ,

Complait, In the Matter of North Texas Specialty Physicians , September 17

12, 17 , 18 , 19

21.

The Court should not stay Complaint Counsel' s depositions pending

production of third part
Order.

documents covered

by the Court' s Protective

Pursuant to this Cour' s Protective Order Governg Discovery Material , October 16
2003 ("Protective Order ), Complait Counsel is not yet permtted to produce the thd

par

documents. In the present motion , Respondent refers to a " foureen month pre-complaint

investigation " and to " almost five boxes of documents (Complaint Counsel) received durg its
pre-complaint investigation from the fift

thrd paries who produced

doctients or inormation

concerng NTSP or payor contracts in the D\VF Metroplex. "lO Respondent protests that
;'ff"'

;i-1:

Complait Counsel has not produced these thd par documents , and seeks a stay of depositions
until these documents are produced.

Complait Counsel has never refused to produce these documents. The Protective Order
requires Complaint Counsel , prior to producing the thid

paries

documents to NTSP , to notify

the thd pares of the document production and allow them 30 days to object to the disclosure of

its documents and to request confdential treatment of those documents. All of the thid
have received the required notice , but the 30- dayperiod has not yet ru.

paries

Complait Counsel

\0

The vast majority of facts of ths case are found in NTSP' s own documents. The
documents produced by thd paries total approximately two boxes , and include , in signficant

par , documents that NTSP itself should have produced. Furermore ,. Respondent also stresses
that it has produced 43 000 pages of documents (17 boxes) thus far. Eight ofthese boxes were
produced with the last week, and Complaint Counsel was told on November 12 , 2003 that
approximately 13 additional boxes apparently newly discovered may be produced at the end of
ths week , while. another fort or so boxes may be forthcomig. Contrar to Respondent'
protestations of timeliness , all documents were supposed to have been produced by or on October
2003.

The 30 day period for each thid par expires next Monday, November 17 2003.

not at libert

to

produce such documents at present, but intends to do so as quickly as possible

once all of the terms of the protective order have been satisfied , as Complait Counsel has

explaied to Respondent on numerous occasions.
The Cour' s schedulig order permts fact discovery
condition any such discovery on the

at the present time.

It does not

tug over to the other par of thd par documents

following compliance with the procedures contaied in t.he Protective Order for the protection of
thid paries.

Complaint Counsel does not believe that the Cour intended those procedures

freeze other discovery. Were the Cour to accept Respondent' s contention, any thid

challengeto,

par

'disclosure of its documents under the Protective Order could indefInitely delay.

Complaint Counsel's

takg of depositions ,

utterly disrupting Par II

There is no issue ripe for decision by the Court

litigation.

concerning the

schedulig of

depositions , their timig, or their location.
Respondent implies that there is an issue concerng the scheduling, timg, and location
of depositions , but it has completely failed to disclose to this Cour that Respondent and

Complaint Counsel have been, and continue to be , involved in discussions on these issues.

Respondent and Complaint Counsel have not reached impasse; negotiations are ongoing.
October 30 , 2003 , Complait Counsel advised Respondent that notices of deposition would be

sent the following week. On November 4 2003 , Complaint Counsel issued the notices of
deposition. As is normal practice , Complait Counsel designated a time and place for each

deposition in the notice , anticipating discussion and adjustment of the noticed deposition

schedule at a teleconference scheduled for November 6 , 2003. That same day Respondent
cancelled the November 6 , 2003 call , and requested that the call be rescheduled for November

d"i;

, 2003. At the same time , Respondent explained that they did not plan to produce witnesses.
Complaint Counsel immediately issued

subpoenas ad testifcandum on November 6 and 7 , 2003.

Afer the notices of deposition and subpoenas were issued , but before Respondent filed
the present motion , Respondent and Complaint Counsel held a teleconference concerng the
deposition schedule , on November 10 , 2003 at approximately 4:00 pm. Durg that conference

Complait Counsel expressed its wilingness to tr

to

accommodate physician- deponents by

takg account of their preferred dates , conducting simultaneous depositions as necessary, doing
the depositions in the afternoon and evenig, and seekig a Fort Worth venue. Respondent

contacted Complainti€ounsel by email thatsame day, on November 10 , 2003 (at 8:27pm and
9:08pm), to advise of changes to the depositIon schedule that would be necessar

lited availability of two of the deponents for the following week. Complait

because of

Counsel

responded to that email on November 13 2003 , proposing an alternate schedule to accommodate

the travel schedules of deponents. At present , Complaint Counsel and Respondent continue to
tr and resolve the.

scheduling issues. Consequently, there are no schedulg issues that require

the intervention of the Cour at ths

time.

There is no issue ripe for decision by the Court concerning the document
production by Southwest Neurological Associates, P A.
Respondent and Complaint Counsel have not reached impasse regardig the deadline for

document production by SWNA. Complaint Counsel requested document production by SWNA
on or before November 14 2003 , in anticiPation of a November 20 2003 deposition of one of its
members , Dr. J. McCallum. Complait Counsel did not know that the deadline for documents

was at impasse , and is open to negotiating the deadline, for example , to the earliest of 48 hours

prior to the deposition of Dr. J. McCallum , or November 21

2003. Until Complaint Counsel and

Respondent reach impasse , if at all , there is no issue that requires the intervention of the Cour

at

this time.

Conclusion
Respondent has not met its burden of demonstrating good cause and reasonableness for
ilis Court to grant a

motion to stay

ili scovery

pending response to contention interrogatories and

the production ofthid par documents. Instead , Respondent has provided only spurous
reasons for its motion , and has failed to cite any rules or precedents to support its arguent. In
addition , this Cour does,netmeed to make a decision on the scheduling of paricular

depositions

or the deadline for document production of SWNA, because Respondent and Complaint Counsel

have not yet reached impasse on these matters. Complaint Counsel respectfully requests this

Cour , therefore, deny Respondent' s Expedited Motion For a Protective Order and to Stay
Depositions in its entirety.

Dated: Nov.e

13

, 2003

Respectfully submitted

Blm l
Michael Bloom
Attorneyfor Complaint Counsel
Federal Trade Commssion
Northeast Region
One Bowling Green , Suite 318
New York, NY 10004
(212) 607- 2829
(212) 607-2822 (facsimile)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
, Chrstine Rose , hereby certify that on 13 November 2003 , I caused a copy of Complaint
Counsel's Opposition to Respondent' s Expedited Motion for a Protective Order and to Stay
Depositions to be served upon the followig:
Office of the Secretar

Federal Trade Commssion
Room H- 159
600 Pennsylvana Avenue , NW
Washington , D. C. 20580
Hon. D. Michael Chappell
Admstrative Law Judge

. Federal Trade Commssion
Room H- I04
600 Pennsylvana Avenue , NW
Washington , D. C. 20580
Gregory S. C. Huffman, Esq.
Thompson & Knght , LLP
1700 Pacific Avenue , Suite 3300
Dallas , Texas 75201- 4693

Attachment A
LEXSEE 1981 FTC LEXIS 110

In the Matter of FLOWERS INUSTRIS , INC. , a corporation
DOCKET NO. 9148

Federal Trade Commssion
1981 FTC LEXIS 110

ORDER COMPELLING ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIS
October 7 ,

ALJ:

1981

(*1)

James P. Timony, Admnistrative Law Judge

ORDER:
ORDER COMPELLING ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIS
Respondent moves to compel answers to interrogatories 10 through 25 , 27 though 31 , 34 and
37 of its intial set of interrogatories. These interrogatories , except numbers 34 and 37 , seek
information about allegations of the complaint , and requie a statement of the facts and
contentions upon which complait counsel curently rely in support ofthe allegations.

Before filig the motion, respondent met with complaint counsel in an attempt to resolve
objections to the interrogatories. Complaint counsel offered to respond to the interrogatories
upon the condition that, prior to receivig the responses , respondent should agree to waive its
right to move to compel additional responses even if complaint counsel's responses were
insuffcient. n1 Respondent refused to accept the condition and now seeks to compel answers.

nl Complait counsel asked for such an agreement " in order to avoid being faced with
a motion to compel despite havig spent substantial time and effort in providig
respondent with expanded answers. " Complaint counsel's response , at p. 3. It is not clear
whether the meeting on the motion took place before counsel received the order of
September 2, 1981 , requirg a good faith attempt to resolve discovery issues before a
motion was fied. I do not consider complaint counsel's conditional offer a good faith
attempt to resolve this dispute and ifit was clear that they were aware of the September 2

order at the time of the meeting, I would probably compel answers without
consideration. (*2)

fuer

In opposrng the interrogatories , complaint counsel argue that they have already provided
respondent with a great deal of discovery; that respondent is in the industr and already has the
requisite knowledge; that respondent' s counsel are leared and do not really need a fuher
elaboration of merger law; that the interrogatories attempt to depose complaint counsel and lear
their mental processes and work product; and that complamt counsel are busy with other matters.
These insubstantial arguments , if accepted, would extinguish the use of this useful discovery
device in Federal Trade Commssion adjudicatory proceedings. The Commission surely
recognzed these factors , which are hardly unusual , when it added the rule providing for
interrogatories. 43 Fed. Reg. 233 (1978) at p. 56863. n2

n2 The use of contention interrogatories is recognzed by Rule 3. 35(b

)(2).

Complait counsel do point out that the interrogatories , if read literally, might call for every
--,.,item of evidence which they wil use to
e allegations ofthecomplaint.Respondent
sUPP()rt

states , however, that it does not seek miute detail or ameticulous order of proof for complaint
counsel's case , but merely seeks the (*3) inormation in reasonable detail.

Complait counsel also argue that the interrogatories are prematue since they have not yet
chosen all of their witnesses and documents which they will use to support the allegations of the
complaint. That argument would not preclude , of course; answers based upon their present
concept of the theory of the case and the evidence they wil use. If complait counsel have not yet
, chosen the evidence they will use they can so state. n3 In all likelihood, however, they have
reached a preliary determation as to some documents and witnesses they will. use at tral,
and they certainly must have a more elaborate theory of the case than they had when the
complait issued. Based upon ths assessment , complaint counsel should answer the contention
interrogatories by sufficiently identifyg documents and stating facts , and by elaborating their
legal contentions , so that respondent will have a curent road map of where ths case is headed.
n3 Complaint counsel did in fact state in response to interrogatory 34 that they have not
yet selected the experts they wil call as witnesses.
Interrogatory 37 , however, goes too far. That interrogatory would require (*4) complait
counsel to:

Identify each and every person, not previously identified in response to these
Interrogatories , who has or may have knowledge as to the facts and contentions set
out in your Complait and in your response to these Interrogatories.
In antitrst cases a

par is not generally permitted to discover the identity of every person

interviewed by the other par. Graber Mfg. Co. , Inc. , 68FTC 1235 , 1239 (1965); United States
v. Alumum Ltd. , 268 F. Supp. 758 , 764- 65 (D. N. J. 1966); Ethyl Corp. , FTC Docket No. 9128

order of 10/11/79. Interrogatory 37 is even broader, apparently seekig identification of each

person who complaint counsel believe may have knowledge as to the facts and contentions made
in the complaint. Although such discovery may be requied in less complicated cases (e. , those
brought for personal injures), n4 the rule in antitrst cases is contrar. In United States v.
Loew , Inc. , 23 F. RD. 178 , 180 (S.
Y. 1959), the cour refused to compel an answer to a
simlar interrogatory and held that: n5
. . . To ask the Governent to state the names and addresses of every person known
to " have knowledge " of any fact tending to (*5) prove the existence or
circumstances of such oral contract would impose an impossible burden upon the
Governent. It would require , for example , that the names of every person who
worked upon the case in the anti- trst division , includig the lawyers , stenographers
investigators , etc. would have to be furnshed , because they all might have received
some inormation about the evidence. . . .

n4 Reichert v. United States , 51 F. RD. 500

D. Ca.

1970).

n5 Ifthe interrogatory were limited to one or two issues it might be enforced. United
States v. Alumum Ltd. , 268 F. Supp. at 762.
Interrogatory 37 wil

therefore be quashed.

. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that , withi 30 days , complait counsel shall answer
interrogatories 10 through 25 and 27 through 31 of respondent' s initial set of interrogatories.

